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Abstract: The Vivitron Tandem accelerator is based on new ideas which

be briefly reviewed. They mainly concern a new approach of the electrical

field repartition in an electrostatic accelerator as well as the use of

new types of insulators. The Vivitron is actually in its last stage of

construction and full size voltage tests will start at the end of 1989.

For many years now you have heard about the Vivitron (Fig.l) and we are

very pleased to have all of you here at Strasbourg to attend this

conference.The Vivitron is not yet finished but we are not too far away

from initial tests which will start with the voltage generator. Testing

should begin late this year.

The Vivitron is a machine which is built quite differently from the

"classical" designs which are familiar to you. Not only the design but the



philosophy behind it is different and all those changes did not come at

once. There was ior many years an ongoing confrontation between the per-

ception and the reality of our machines. I would like to reassemble here

in a kind of historical survey the main milestones which have marked the

Vivitron construction up to its present status.

This all started essentially in 1972 when it became difficult to make

our MP tandem run at the nominal voltage of 10 MV. In order to prove

conclusively that the main difficulty lay in the aluminum accelerator

tubes, tests of the column were made without tubes. The MP reached 17,2 MV

easily and with no sparks, these results (Fig.2) were reported at Daresbury

in 1973 during the first international conference in electrostatic accele-

rators. At the time, the Strasbourg MP 10 was the last MP to be installed.

After changing from aluminum tubes to upgraded stainless steel tubes

we arrived at 13 MV and encountered the next layer of difficulties, the

worst being problems with the belt charging system. Unlike other labora-

tories which changed over to Pelletron or Laddertron charging systems, we

began to study belt charging. A belt had taken us to 17 MV without tubes so

there was every reason to expect a belt to operate satisfactorily at 13 MV.

All our tests were not successful but they led us to the strong belief,

which we still have, that belts provide a simple way of charging, well

adapted to very high voltage machines. We learned a lot about parasitic

charges, about different ways of charging and about structures, the decou-

pled belt structure designed for the Vivitron being one of these. FOT the

MP we finally ended up with what we call a "half open" structure which has

proved to be very reliable {Fig.3). I would like to underline that in this

arrangement there are no spacers or other metallic materials between the

belt runs. Improving the electrical performance of the belt also made

replacement much easier.



There was to be no relief from our machine problems, however. At this

time resistors were not reliable, they deteriorated rapidly from sparks.

Different laboratories struggled in their own way to overcome this problem

and, as a result, there is no question today that resistors can be made to

work in this highly stressed environment even though development work

continues on this subject. To further complicate the situation, we had at

about this same time the wild idea to upgrade an MP from 13 MV to 16 MV by

elongating all the standard 72" tube sections up to 88" length (Fig.A).

From our previous tests we were convinced that the MP had the potential to

operate much higher than 13 MV and decided to drive in this direction.

Around 20kV/cm (IA MV), standard tubes seemed to have reached their

performance limit. Longer tubes offered the only way toward higher

voltage. Elongation required extending about 8" at the end of each 88"

tube into previously "dead" sections of the column (Fig.5).

Actually, with the installation of 88" tubes we had first to solve a

glass breaking problem by applying less stress from end flanges to the

glass. After that the machine reached 16 MV but to perform experiments

at voltages higher than 15 MV for longer periods, three important questions

needed answers :

-why do sparks cause so much deterioration and destruction inside the

column ?

-what triggers these sparks ?

-how can we handle this situation ?

Addressing the second question first, what triggers the sparks ?

Various clues led inevitably to tube number 1. In both 72" and 88"

versions this tube contained an initial straight section designed to help



match low-energy injected beams to subsequent inclined field sections.

Half value resistors were used to grade the straight portion because it

lacked the benefits of inclined field suppression. As a consequence, tube

1 had lower total resistance causing greater pitch-to-pitch stress than

that experienced by fully inclined tubes operating at the same voltage.

The obvious solution was to lengthen tube 1 from 86" to 96" in order to

obtain the same resistance as used on other tubes. This helped, but still

the sensitivity of the straight, half-gradient part of tube 1 was evident.

The next step was to fabricate an all-inclined version of the 96" tube 1

using half angle electrodes (7°) and half value resistors at the entrance.

The situation was certainly improved but recently it was demonstrated that

a rapid rise in X-ray production starting around 15 MV still originates

from tube 1 which still does not match the performance of fully inclined

88" tubes. We are convinced that this small part at the entrance to tube 1

gives the triggering effect responsible for most of the sparks that develop

around the terminal and cause most of the damage.

Some answers to the first question were even more urgent and important

because sparks at the newly available voltages broke resistors, fractured

column glass and damaged the tubes. In a coaxial geometry, the electrical

stored energy is concentrated very close to the terminal electrode. In the

event of a spark, we wanted to redirect it radially outward from the

terminal, instead of having it dissipated longitudinally inside the

column. OUT thinking brought us to fundamental questions of how a machine

is built and how it might be built better.

Ke concluded that in a large machine the electric field outside the

column and terminal should be made as uniform as possible. Not only does

this move the concentration of stored energy away from the terminal and

distribute it more uniformly, it also shifts the mode of breakdown toward



radial (tank) sparks. For a pure coaxial geometry the relationship between

electric stress on the central conductor and radius of the conductor is a

U-shaped curve with a well-known minimum where the ratio of inner to outer

radius is 1/e. In a gas environment, corona discharges that develop during

high electric stress tend to enlarge the effective diameter of the inner

conductor. If the inner conductor is small, corona will relieve the local

stress because the field becomes lower as the effective eletric electrode

size becomes larger. This type of behavior stabilizes the radial gap allo-

wing time for an electrical instability to find a more interesting pathway,

perhaps within the column or tube. The converse is true when the inner

electrode is large. Then the field between cylinders is much more

homogeneous and ionization raises the stress leading to rapid breakdown.

This is a well known way to build good gas spark gaps and we think the same

principles should be applied outside the column and terminal. Ke did this

in the MP by installing a portico consisting of 8 discrete electrodes

(Fig.6} and after the usual struggles, we reached 18 MV with beam in the

MP.

In addition to the strong reduction in diameter, the use of discrete

electrodes rather than a continuous intershield offers important advanta-

ges :

- if equipotential surfaces that connect the electrodes in an open portico

were replaced with metal the fields and the stored energy would not change.

However, surface charges of the same amount would develop on each side to

sustain the field. When a spark occurs these added charges are likely to

go where they are not welcome. With portico they simply do not exist.

- Continuous intershields do not necessarily share a common mode of break-

down. Khen one portion breaks down radially it could trigger a column



disturbance leading to axial breakdown by a neighbour. Once a radial

breakdown occurs between discrete electrodes, it seems highly probable

that only a continuation of the same radial mode will propagate to other

portico layers.

- The openings between discrete electrodes provide a continuous path for

visual inspection, for optical communication and for passage of regulated

corona currents between the tank and terminal.

After successful tests in the MP we now believe firmly in the

principle of discrete electrodes. The Vivitron will have seven layers com-

posed of seven discrete electrodes each (Fig.l)

To save on building costs and simplify the interface to our existing

MP facility our desire was to have another horizontal machine. Fancy

designs such as suspension bridges supported by ropes of composite

insulation material were soon ruined by early experiences with such mate-

rials in the CN pilot test machine. For some time thereafter we considered

a bridge design consisting of two cantilevers made of rigid composite

materials. Early CN experiments with column electrodes of increasing

diameter were conducted with this model in mind. During that time we tested

many different composite materials, not always with success! Mainly we were

learning how to produce an interface between insulators and conductors

that would not be eroded by localized discharges. Although we found

several composite materials capable of meeting the mechanical and

electrical requirements for building the column, we were not particularly

happy with our proposed bridge solution. There was a practical limit to

the length forced by the mechanical design and the price would have been

very high.



The ideal solution, which for a long time was only a dream, became

suddenly an exciting reality when CM. Cooke of MIT( U.S.A.) convinced us

that his insulator post design was reliable and could be scaled to larger

sizes (Fig.7). Small posts of 2-3 MV capacity were successfully tested at

Strasbourg and at Daresbury. The design work became comparatively easy and

the mechanical engineers developed the structural design while electrical

engineers tested full size prototypes of the posts and continued with other

materials testing. Support posts were tested mechanically for strength and

electrically up to 6 MV (about 40% above working voltages).

The revised column made of composite insulating materials was now of

constant diameter and supported along its length from above and below by

insulating posts alternating with discrete electrodes. One full-scale

prototype of a Vivitron column module was tested in the CN machine. It was

operated up to 7 MV, more than 50% higher then its intended 4.4 MV working

voltage.

The decision to build the Vivitron was taken in October 1984 and the

construction started in early 1986.

The mounting of the machine internal components began during the

summer of 1987 (Fig.8). Every insulator post was tested to 5 MV in the CN

before installation in the Vivitron. In parallel, tests were began on the

Vivitron belt charging system using a long test bench.

Altogether, a lot of work has been carried out on many different

subjects, for example :

Composite insulators, post insulators, electrode fabrication.



mechanical structures, belt charging, vacuum systems, electrostatic

design, regulation, process control, accelerator tubes, beam optics, tran-

sient calculations, beam emittar.ce, injection, performance projections,

MP studies... In addition there has been testing, testing in every way me

could think of to verify that our ideas were right or to warn us when they

were wrong.

Our present timetable is to run voltage generator tests late this year

and mount the accelerator tubes in 1990. Experiments with beam should be

underway about two years from now.



Figure Captions.

Fig. 1 : A schematic view of the Vivitron, a 35 MV electrostatic Tandem

accelerator under construction at the Centre de Recherches

Nucléaires in Strasbourg.

Fig. 2 : Test of the column of the Strasbourg Tandem MP. Maximum voltage

as a function of SF6 pressure.

Fig. 3 : Tandem belt mounted in a half open structure.

Fig. 4 : An elongated 88" length tube section installed in the Tandem.

Fig. 5 : Comparison of a set up with 72" section (5) with one having

88" section (8).

Fig. 6 : View of the 8 discrete electrode portico in the Strasbourg

MP Tandem.

Fig. 7 : Post insulator (diameter/vllcm ; length/*-40 cm) used in the

Vivitron and designed by CM. Cooke (MIT).

Fig. 8 : The mounting of the Vivitron internal structure: discrete

electrode porticos, piles of post insulators, boards of

fiber glass-epoxy insulating material.
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